2013 edge ford

I loved my ford edge. Until of course my warranty ran out and I have a bad brake booster. Ford
will not cover it, even though it is a common problem with them. We reached out to ford and
they told us if we bought an extended warranty, it would be covered. If I had the money for that,
I wouldn't worry about if it is covered. The car has all the features that we were looking for in a
family car, although we are now realizing that it doesn't have quite as much room in the
backseat as we needed for multiple car seats. We have had multiple issues with the sunroof
functionality the liftgate automation but overall it is a great vehicle. We purchased the sel model
and the interior is very luxurious. The car is the most quiet car we have ever owned and we have
owned a few luxury cars. I call it a car as it drives and rides more like a car than an SUV which is
exactly what we wanted. But when you need an SUV it has all wheel drive and with the backs
seats folded down and you have the most cargo area of any SUV in its class and it handles
beautifully. Two things I miss on the sel model are the ambient lighting which lights the floor,
the door handles, the cup holders and tray under the consul. It also does not have a memory
seat for the driver which would be very nice since it has a 10 way power adjustment. It would
nice to simply get into the car and push a button to go back to your seat position. I just recently
got my ford edge, so it is seven years old and still runs great. I am a single mother of one, so it
is perfect for me and spacious enough if I wanted to have a couple more kids. There is not a
third row of seats which is convenient since I usually have his stroller back there or groceries.
Some of my favorite features are how economic the car is on gas and also its durability. I only
have a few complaints, one being that the air conditioning does not have direct vents to my son.
I like the size of the vehicle and I like the ride. The car is easy to drive, it is not a lightweight car.
It is easy to drive and it sits comfortably. I have not had any problems with this car other than
the normal wear and tear. I wish this particular vehicle had a backup camera, but otherwise, I am
a very happy camper with this vehicle. My ford edge has been my favorite car so far! It is also a
very safe and reliable vehicle in all terrain. Performs very well in snow and ice! All around a
great SUV. I am the "sole" owner for seven years with over , miles, and still going strong.
Originally, I had a Ford Edge Limited that was two days shy from being two months old before
becoming a casualty of Hurricane Sandy. Please remember that an automobile is mechanical
and requires sone type of daily maintenance to keep the vehicle moving smoothly.. Vehicle is
comfortable, easy to drive and easily fits five people comfortably with room for stuff as well. It is
reliable and performs greater than what is expected. The sunroof, lighting, touch screen and
more help. I would recommend this vehicle to anyone interested in a smaller SUV not too big
not too small. I enjoy the trunk space of the car. It has been useful as a changing table and
storage space with two little kids. However, the air conditioner messed up last year and we were
told that is a common problem with these vehicles. It will cost around 2k to fix it. For a car that
is only worth a few thousand, this is a lot of money. It is also just a smaller SUV. With our boys
growing, it is becoming increasingly smaller. I would not recommend it as a family car. It was
overall all a good car just few minor things that messed up here and there. The rear view camera
wouldn't work at time and my touch screen would freeze up and restart. The car had good gas
mileage, even though the vehicle was driven everyday for work purposes. This has been my
favorite car I have ever owned. It is sporty, smooth riding and is a great family car. It is also
great for older adults. Not only could we fit my daughter's stroller but also my dad's wheelchair.
Very comfortable ride, great sound system and I love Sirius! The comfort features are great,
especially the cooling and heating system. I wish the trunk opened on it is own but other than
that the car is great. I do find it odd that you cannot close only the front overhead window but
rather have to close the back and front. It is almost at , miles and there are a few things that
needed to be fixed. The brakes and rotors changed, did have to do an update on the LCD
screen, but it still feels very safe and comfortable. There is plenty of room up front and in back.
Overall I love this car! It drives wonderfully but a fuse is damaged so the outlets do not work
properly and some do not work at all. I also have a lot of issues with the voice command
system. I am not sure if this is a manufacturer issue or something that was caused by the
previous owner. I like everything about it. So far have had no problems. I do keep up
maintenance on schedule. The only thing that I have had to replace is the battery. I like the
options that come with the led. I like the side mirror that let you know if there is traffic in your
blind spot, being able to sync the car with my iPhone, navigation system to name a few. I love
my ford edge it is very roomy have a lotta room for my equipment. Drives great as a lot of get up
and go all the bells and whistles were great. I enjoy the sound system, and all the on board
electronics capable of doing it by hand or by voice which is great. This is an amazing car I have
had it for a couple of years and nothing bad has happened to it. It is very reliable and effective I
love it because it is very efficient in gas and it is very stylish and overall it is a safe car for my
kids because I gave this car to my son and he uses it for school and it never has any problems
with it. Great car. No mechanic issues. Have some electrical issues with door and back hatch.

Perfect car for young child and for family vacations. Tons of storage space. Seats are
comfortable and panoramic sunroof is really nice. Would buy again even with electrical issues.
The computer system, Microsoft sync, is no longer supported by Ford or Microsoft. The vehicle
has some computer problems that could affect drivers. When putting the car in reverse,
sometimes the camera does not come on. The automatic wipers do not react to rain. And the
light sensitivity and timers are inconsistent, sometimes taking several minutes to turn off. The
backseat is not big enough to fit 3 car seats. The front seats are comfy and roomy. The
touchscreen is decent sized and easy to use. Rides smooth and is good on the highway. The air
vents in the back seat are only down by the legs so babies who are in rear facing car seats
might not get air flow as good as everyone else. The ford edge is an amazing vehicle. I have not
owned mine for long but it seems very reliable and runs like a dream. This vehicle can be
connected to my phone via Bluetooth, which I absolutely love. The car also has its own keypad
that I can dial number from without having to even pick up my phone. The car is very spacious.
The back seats fold down to allow even more room for transporting large or numerous items.
Well since problems is first on the list. I have to say I really do not have a problem with my
vehicle. Performance is a plus I think my vehicle perform really well. Reliability I have to say, is
not a problem as well had the car for 3 years and haven't had one issue yet. And for comfort
well it is amazingly comfortable. This vehicle feels like a luxury brand without the price tag. It is
reliable and comfortable and gets decent gas mileage for a SUV. I have had to do some work on
it that was a bit costly but ultimately, it still runs great and I expect it to for awhile. Change Year.
Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating.
Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety
Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating.
Lowest Rating. Gary wrote on November 2, Anita R wrote on October 12, Erika R wrote on
October 12, Susie T wrote on October 11, Jessenia M wrote on October 10, Marlene P wrote on
October 7, Katelynn M wrote on October 6, Robb Shawe wrote on October 5, Kaitlyn S wrote on
October 5, Kirk Krasinsky wrote on October 5, Ashley M wrote on October 2, Sarah R wrote on
October 1, Christina L wrote on September 30, Arin L wrote on September 29, Kayla M wrote on
September 29, Myles W wrote on September 29, Roberta L wrote on September 28, Chris M
wrote on September 28, Alfredo O wrote on September 25, Gwen S wrote on September 25,
Emerson S wrote on September 25, Breanna L wrote on September 24, Destiny W wrote on
September 22, Lorenzo W wrote on September 22, Kaitlyn T wrote on September 20, Continue to
Overview. The Edge has good interior space, easy access, and sprightly engines in either its V6
or turbocharged four-cylinder versions. The overall package falls short though, due to so-so
refinement and driving dynamics. The MyFord Touch controls force you to take your eyes off
the road far too much. Even simpler controls in lower-level models are distracting. In most
cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the
warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much
warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford Edge
owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Sometimes a black screen, sometimes an upside down view, sometimes no screen at all. I had
to save to have this fixed. Dealer replaced the camera. Very expensive. I thought it should have
lasted longer especially for as little as Zi use this car. First he alignment lines stopped showing
up. Then the picture was upside down or the screen would go completely black. It would throw
an error code to go see your dealer. Sometimes the camera stays on for several minutes when
we put the Ford Edge in drive. I realize this is a convenience kind of item, but once you become
dependent on it, it doesn't really seem so. We have children and the camera gave us a sense of
security. Of course we always look behind the vehicle before getting in. We have to because of
the way we park in our garage. Also, I park in a covered garage at work. I used it everyday when
backing into a parking place, so I didn't back into the cement wall. No recalls on this. Very
upsetting FORD! Too expensive to fix". Does works intermittently, sometimes full screen,
sometimes upside down picture, and often the screen is covered in lines. Due to relocation
issues, have not been able to get the car in for repair, although when I mentioned it to the
service department, they did indicate this could be a costly repair. Hopefully, I can have the car
serviced this summer It will work for a few seconds and then gives me an error message. I
haven't gotten it fixed yet. My trusted auto mechanic said only dealer can do this work. It
stopped working 5 years in, and no longer under warranty. So I tell people, if a vehicle is coming
at us upside down, then it's still coming at us. When I took it in they just said its old and gets
that way". This occurs semi-frequently while cruise control is on". The car has 84k miles on it,
and there's a faulty circuit in the backup camera system? My other car is a Lexus seriously! The
touch screen also cracked and Ford would not honor the warrenty". It was a software problem.

Needed to restart car to maybe get it to work right". The radio would also stay on even when the
car was off and locked". A huge pain". We drove it and stopped the vehicle and it then came on.
This only happened once. Sometimes the back up screen works like it should, but most of the
time it's upside down. The alignment lines have disappeared. Vehicle out of warranty. Blogs say
it's the camera and dealership can sometimes fix it. Functionally, everything still worked. The
dealership identified the problem and fixed it with no complications". It stays off for about
minutes and then comes back on. This happens maybe times a week. It does not effect the
general operation of the car. A switch in the shift lever had to be replaced and now works
perfectly. No longer using". Cursor keeps jumping around or the prompt screen will not show
the numbers necessary to input address information. Very lousy system purchased by Ford
from Apple. Fixed by dealer with upgrade". It takes a ridiculous amount of time to go through all
of the steps to enter a destination, by voice command or manually, and far too often fails to find
it after completing all the steps. If I ever had an emergency and needed directions quickly, I
would be in trouble. The only time I use it is if I'm traveling and just pull up the map for
reference. I use my phone instead. In fact, as I'm thinking about it, I would probably not buy the
vehicle again if it were the only navigation system available. I will not deal with liars that tell you
one thing when you're buying and something different when it is time to fix it. I traded the
vehicle in with only miles and bought a Toyota. I don't think Ford will be seeing me again. You
can fool me once". It's stopped doing that. Mysteriously stopped Voice Command prompts.
Responds to Voice commands most of the time". Because of no sound unable to hear
navigation hints or phone messages. Roads are either named incorredtly or it cannot find
destinations at all. Started responding to Voice Commands. Don't know if this problem is
associated with the Bluetooth problem". Calling party could not hear. Dealer said no problem
found after updating software. No problem last 2 years". Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
Apparently it was a known problem but not a recall. Repaired free. Ford did not find out what the
problem was, but my mechanic researched it and found the problem was ABS". They were
completely gone in about 1 week. They have been cleaned twice and the brake pads replaced
once". It was fixed under warranty. This occurred at 90k miles". Had it checked, was a fault in
the master cylinder and was a warranty replacement". It was leaking. Repaired vacuum boster".
Replaced master cylinder - under warranty". Maybe two weeks ago, I noticed the brakes making
a funny noise. My husband took them apart to discover they were pretty well worn down. We
realized they had never been replaced since we purchased the car. My husband was able to
replace the brakes himself. He replaced the rotors and the pads. I may have mistakenly said the
calipers earlier in the survey, but just the rotors and the pads needed to be replaced. We
replaced the brakes on all four tires. It took my husband about three hours. This was not
covered by warranty". Very noisy when first driven then as it warts the discs". Rust had caused
pulsating". I am not hard on breaks and I am on my second complete break job. I was told the
parts rusted and the rust caused damage. But the brakes did wear to the point where there was
definite metal contact when applying the brakes. In the past, I had mileage well over , before
experiencing problems". Immediate repair was needed. Was replaced. Even so, this part failed
and caused my brakes to feel weird. The dealer replaced it. Caused rotors to warp and need
replacement. The pads obviously need replaced but are not excessively worn. The rear calipers
need replaced due to hanging up". In time I had front and then rear breaks worked on. Since
break jobs I have constant loud squeaking. They have no idea how much of a problem this when
you have a wife who constantly complains about squeaking breaks. I will never buy a product
from Ford or deal with one of their dealers. It's a persistent problem. It was normal wear and
tear. First new brakes in 62, miles. I was initially told by dealership this was normal, but after
threatening to withdraw from pre-paid maintenance package they admitted the brakes were
faulty and replaced them with premium brakes. The squeak". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I thought it was a
fuse but when I called the closest "Ford" dealer to my very temporary location they told me they
couldn't help me for another days so I called a L". The car mistakenly senses that a door is
open. First it was r front, brought to dealer Now it is the r front door, and it is not under
warranty. The interior lights are on and will not shut off until driving 20 mph with the vehicle,
due to it sensing the door being open. Also, which is dangerous, it will not allow us to lock the
doors normally when this light is on. If you click the door lock button on the door, the doors
lock, then unlock. They will only lock if you press the lock button on the remote control for the
car, or when the car is not running. Car 'thinks' the door is open when it's not. I cannot keep the
doors locked while driving and the dome light stays on, which is dangerous at night. This is a
known issue in Fords from certain years ? Have taken the vehicle into be serviced and informed

that they are fine. After researching the problem online, it seems that it is an ongoing problem,
to be repaired by owner at substantial cost". Ford did issue a recall on this problem but I don't
know if my son has taken it in to get it fixed yet. He is the primary driver of this vehicle. One
thing that wasn't brought up is my window problem. None of the power windows will go up or
down unless I open the drivers door with the engine on Also a problem with power tail gate and
false messages that a door s are ajar when they are not. Will take it in for warranty work". Fixed
by override rear controls and use the dash button to open. It would still lock with keypad".
Some times the car will not turn off or indicate in park when it is in park. This cause the light to
display and the door alarm to sound. Ford knows it is an issue with numerous complaint, but
refuses to cover this simple problem. Bad customer service for a known defect. Would stay on
until you stopped car and closed door again a real hassle! This became dangerous at night.
Doors would not lock with door ajar light on. I had a small child open a rear door before I came
to a stop. The car was just out of warranty and Ford refused to fix the problem, I had to pay to
get it fixed. It caused a dangerous condition to occur and Ford refuses to issue a recall. You
have to replace t". Drivers side car door adjar". Due to a bad shift switch". Keep the doom light,
etc. Intermittent was one speed would not shut off. Did a google search for the fix. Found a
temp fix by pushing some of the climate control buttons in a specific order. Have to constantly
adjust. The blend door actuator for the driver's side failed, so that only cold air came in on the
driver's side. After several months it started to work fine. This same situation happened a year
earlier, and it eventually corrected itself. This only seems to happen in the summer months. The
heat works fine. Needed new evaporator. Apparently an alert was issued by Ford,because of
this problem". Haven't had it looked at yet. Windows are clear for a while, then fog up and
occassionally ice over. Can be dangerous". No cost to me!! Problem self corrected". System
had to be replaced. Was covered by warranty". Replaced NC by dealer". Windows fog and ice
up. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes
rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion
bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. This was at a slow speed while my wife was
driving.. I replaced the ball joint and both control arms With upgraded ones that can be greased.
All purchased from Napa since ford doesn't have fittings to grease the ball joint installed. I think
this was the problem and I will be replacing the passenger side as well.. I also noticed a fluid
leak. It was not a cheap repair, but I've had no issues since. Ford fixed leakage after 2 tries,
whining took 3 more tries. Finally resolved issue after 5 months". Only problem was the
downtime without a vehicle". Ford diagnosed the problem as a power steering pressure hose
leak. The car was leaking power steering fluid. It took 10 days to get a part, but I could drive it in
town. Ford recommended no road trips. Cost of parts warranteed. Ride is very rough". I knew
due to difficulty in shifting and vibrations. Replacement made under warranty". Initially
happened during warranty period prior to 36k miles. The dealer said this was an issue that they
saw and forums suggested the same. Said the seal had been redesigned several times.
Repaired but failed again. Now out of warranty. Dealer checked verified the issue and noticed
some noise and vibration perhaps caused by fluid leakage. They replaced the transfer case at
no charge to me. Very satisfied with the dealer somewhat concerned about future
re-occurrence. Repair Jan Not rebuildable so repair was MUCH more expensive than it should
have been. Driveshaft was replaced. I still haven't taken the car in to get it fixed apparently we
need a machine to do this but this problem never happened to any of my Toyota's. Did this a
couple of times then my husband talked to his brother a mechanic and they ourchased a part,
changed it and fixed the problem. If it wasn't because we have a mechanic in the family this ford
would have spent plenty of time in the shop. I don't recall what it cost. That light still comes on
occasionally. I have not followed up. When it happened regularly, I took it in for service. Ford
repaired it, but I still get this warning from time to time. Not sure why - usually just as I turn off
the ignition. Replaced with rebuilt transfer case. Very poor design by ford. Likely a poorly
welded seem". We went back and they say they do not find anything wrong, ver y frustrating.
We have to fill tire weekly. Ford dealer ordered new weather stripping. Has yet to be installed".
Ford unable to make repairs Panel under dash detached as well". Rattle has been there since 2
months after taking possession". You have to also roll down front window to lessen noise".
Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Had to get towed to nearest town and then
back home the next day. Then they replacement line also took 3 days to get from Ford. Total
cost with towing was I am fed up. Ford corporate is of no help. When I shift to Park and shut off
car, the sensor does not recognize that it is in Park. I have to restart car, shift gear then back to
park tightly and hope it will recognize it. I shouldn't need 4 new gear shifts in 6 years. Warning
light came on. Engine would shutoff in traffic. Immediately took it to the dealer where the entire
gear shift assembly was replaced under warranty". Also when stopping and shifting into

reverse. I traveled about 2 blocks, stopped at a stop sign and attempted to accelerate. The
engine RPM's went up but the trans slipped and then kicked in and the car moved but wouldn't
shift. I stopped and started again and did the same thing but shifted and stopped moving. I
turned around and just made it home. I shut the car off and let it sit. I restarted and checked the
trans fluid level. THe level was fine and did not smell. I tried to drive again and would move but
barely and started slipping more to the point it wouldn't move. I originally thought it was the
gear selection shifter again because I had a similar problem previously where the trans wouldn't
shift into park and that was covered on a factory recall. I had it towed to the Ford deadlier
thinking it was under warranty. The transmission flailed at 70k milesbut under the 5 year
extension. I will never buy a Ford product again. I had a Ford Tauris back in the late 90's that I
had to put 2 transmissions in the car the first on the factory in k miles. This most occurs most
frequently at red lights going from 0 to 30 mph". Ford dealership repaired it in one day under
warranty. No cost. Very satisfied". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch
or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
Dealer replaced door latches on both doors". Sunroof frame, trim and motor. Had to replace
everything but the glass. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Repair taken under warranty". Not covered under warranty, however my shop
stated yhey have been replacing these PTU four to eight times a month, on several edge
models". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Had the touch screen
crack with just slight touch. Ford Corp refused to replace touch screen under warrenty at miles.
I had to sue Ford through the BBB arbatration prcess to force them to replace the screen. Ford
will n". Mostly corrected". Entering addresses is frustrating, and it forces me to start over if you
do not enter the information in the "correct" order". The gas fill pipe to gas tank was leaking air.
Replaced and all was fine. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and
exterior trim or moldings, rust. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Dealer had to replace all
my spark plugs and one fuel injector. Have taken it to Ford twice and they can't figure it out.
Remote start is very very slow to finally start up, and even using the push button starter, it
sometimes takes a lot of tries to finally start. An intermittent problem, so hard to recreate. Ford
can't tell us what the problem is. Sometimes it starts perfectly on the first try, and sometimes it
takes many tries to start it. Have taken it in both to dealer and non-dealer mechanics and neither
can figure out the problem. It's very frustrating to never know if the car is going to start. Dealer
replaced the doorless fuel filler valve and tube. Within a week the CEL came back on. Took it
back to the dealer, and they also ended up replacing the PCV valve. It was covered under
warranty". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. Sometimes when driving, engine abruptly goes to rough idle and won't respond
to gas pedal. In both cases, had to shut down and attempt to restart engine several times before
problem cleared up". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Had to have hauled to dealer via AAA membership.
Dealer kept it for 3 weeks to get all parts and assembly finished. Engine was replaced not
rebuilt. Has performed very well since. I don't like that the new engine warranty is for only the
remaining time of the original. What if it fails also??? Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks,
water pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking
for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Ford Edge Change Vehicle. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the

avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side
and head protection air bags standard. Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among
versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions
Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. When I took it in they just said its old and gets
that way" Ann A. This occurs semi-frequently while cruise control is on" Joanne W. The touch
screen also cracked and Ford would not honor the warrenty" Mike S. Needed to restart car to
maybe get it to work right" Mike S. The radio would also stay on even when the car was off and
locked" Jeremy W. A huge pain" Alan H. Fixed by dealer with upgrade" Marmtin Z. No problem
last 2 years" Donald C. This occurred at 90k miles" Brian C. Had it checked, was a fault in the
master cylinder and was a warranty replacement" Anonymous, ON Ford Edge Limted 3.
Repaired vacuum boster" Morris A. Replaced master cylinder - under warranty" Dominic T. Rust
had caused pulsating" Joseph S. The rear calipers need replaced due to hanging up" Raymond
Y. I thought it was a fuse but when I called the closest "Ford" dealer to my very temporary
location they told me they couldn't help me for another days so I called a L" Linda F. After
researching the problem online, it seems that it is an ongoing problem, to be repaired by owner
at substantial cost" Laurie M. Will take it in for warranty work" Wilson L. You have to replace t"
Larry M. Due to a bad shift switch" Tom B. Can be dangerous" Allan B. Was covered by
warranty" Gregg N. Only problem was the downtime without a vehicle" Laurie M. Air or water
leaks "Water coming into the vehicle through the driver's side floorboard. Rattle has been there
since 2 months after taking possession" Thomas A. Coolers and lines "Line broke and all the
trany fluid pumped out. Immediately took it to the dealer where the entire gear shift assembly
was replaced under warranty" Dave J. This most occurs most frequently at red lights going
from 0 to 30 mph" Jason T. Doors or sliding doors "Rear passenger misaligned at factory,
weather stripping whistled when driving with window down - weather stripping replaced and
problem corrected" Mark Q. Dealer replaced door latches on both doors" Terry H. Clutch
replacement "It would shift hard and clunk" Shane S. Not covered under warranty, however my
shop stated yhey have been replacing these PTU four to eight times a month, on several edge
models" Anonymous, Ford Edge SEL 3. Ford will n" Mike S. Mostly corrected" Paul S. Entering

addresses is frustrating, and it forces me to start over if you do not enter the information in the
"correct" order" Jason T. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The plastic Ford emblem on the front
grill separated and off in our garage. Battery not hybrid or electric "The Ford battery cracked in
the corner nearest the positive terminal and corroded the cables all the way down to the engine.
Engine computer "Sometimes engine won't start. In both cases, had to shut down and attempt
to restart engine several times before problem cleared up" Anonymous, CA Ford Edge Limted 3.
Engine rebuild or replacement "Connecting rod came loose in the engine. Cooling fan "The fan
blade was bent and caused it to fail and overheat the cooling system" Vincent F. See All Trouble
Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access
to ratings and reviews. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Very knowledgeable let me know everything I needed to know about vehicle and financing. I
called them and asked if the care was still on the lot but it had been sold two days earlier, lucky
person. After the weekend I received a phone call regarding the car and they were very nice.
These guys do an excellent job and their marketing. Very please with the dealership in their
perspective. Awesome, I'm still talkin to these people, they seem to just walk outside, and trip
over Aleros. Shaw was extremely busy but was able to manage to deal. I got a real good deal
buying with cash. They were inviting and had great customer service. Ended up buying different
hummer h3 after talking with sales associate. Very helpful and very attentive. Would highly
recommend. The dealer was very helpful and honest regarding all aspects of the vehicle
condition and cooperative regarding the purchase. Great dealership and amazing people!
Everything went smoothly and great. Will definitely purchase from them again. My husband and
I had a great experience at this dealership. Everyone was friendly and kind to us. The deal for
the car was great and within budget. They have plenty great cars on their lot, but my heart was
set on one of them. Thanks to them I finally got what I wanted. Also, everyone wear a mask due
to covid! Great dealership! Easy to work with and will get you in and out fast in a great vehicle!
All though I couldn't get this car due to poor credit I was able to get my second option so I am
happy very happy they work hard to get you approved. I paid a mechanic to look at the truck.
Before he test drove it. It saw an oil leak, it needed new rotors, and did not blow cold air. They
are short staffed and I felt like I was the one trying to talk them into selling me the car. They
knew the condition of the car before my mechanic traveled 60 miles to look at it. You would
think during Covid they would be a little more forthright. Very disappointed in my experience
with them. Ernie and Preston have been wonderful to work with and have provided excellent
customer service. They were very polite and willing to help. After I test drove the vehicle they
made sure they explained everything thoroughly and as quickly as possible. Excellent, beat my
expectations by a lot. Extremely attentive to questions, detail, and highly knowledgeable.
Amazing prices and amazing costumer service! The fastest, easiest, and least of a hassle
dealership experience as well! They gave me the numbers prior to my arrival and we left we the
same prices. Mike was great. Good customer service. Would purchase from him again. They
where really friendly answerd all my questions they would bring car over to my house to test
drive no pressure of buying great prices. They were great. Very helpful and respectful and the
Yukon was as described! Ended up buying it so no complaints here. Very professional! The
dealer who attended me, Teddy, was very attentive with any question I had and made the whole
purchasing process hassle-free. I was even sent a personalized video tour of the Nissan Altima I
was interested in before I arrived at the dealership which was super helpful. Once I arrived,
everyone was polite and the car was ready for me to test drive and take home including a full
tank of gas. Overall, a very pleasant experience especially as a first-time buyer. For , this
practical and handsome 4-door, 5-passenger mini-ute again comes in four trims, the base SE,
lower-midlevel SEL, high-end Limited and the nimble, up-powered Sport. A comfy ride, not to
mention better-than-average handling, standard V6 power and plenty of high-tech features
throughout the lineup are some of the goodies that separate the Edge from the rest.
Furthermore, virtually all reviewers remain impressed with a compact turning radius that allows
it to fit right in at the mall or outwit city traffic. With its larger standard wheels, the Sport is less
ride-capable, according to reviewers, but shows some nifty moves on twisty roadways, and its
extra ponies make short work of merging and passing on the highway. Cargo area in all trims,
meanwhile, remains at In a notable upgrade for , the base Edge SE trim joins its upper-level
brethren in offering either standard front-wheel drive FWD or available all-wheel-drive AWD
traction and safety. This potent and efficient powertrain combines with the accompanying
6-speed shiftable automatic transmission for hp and lb-ft of torque and also includes the handy
brake hill-holder feature. The Edge Sport, on the other hand, stars a standard 3. The full-time
AWD system, available only on V6-equipped trims, features a center limited-slip differential and
is designed only for slippery roadways, not the backwoods. In its entry-level SE configuration,

the Edge offers a standard rear spoiler, inch alloy wheels, cloth upholstery, reclining rear seats
and remote power door locks, as well as power windows and exterior mirrors. Additionally,
expect such standard goodies as cruise control, telescoping tilt-wheel steering, air conditioning
and a trip computer, while entertainment features include an MP3-capable single-CD player and
6 speakers. Options include the SYNC voice-activated communications and audio system,
keyless entry and a roof rack with side rails. Add in as well satellite radio and a USB connection
to the standard entertainment features, with Bluetooth hands-free communications technology
also standard. For , the Edge Limited tacks standard leather upholstery, heated
power-adjustable front seats, a universal remote garage door opener, a rear-view camera and
memory for driver's settings onto the list, with entertainment boosted by a watt Sony premium
sound system that includes 12 speakers. Finally, the heady Sport trim pretty much combines
the best of its SEL and Limited siblings, albeit with the addition of inch alloy wheels, unique
styling details, a sport-tuned suspension and, of course, the larger V6. Added options for the
three higher trims in either packaged or standalone form include MyFord Touch LCD
touch-screen technology added to the SYNC system, as well as a rear-view camera, inch alloy
wheels, leather upholstery, a power liftgate, voice-activated navigation, a power sunroof, remote
engine start and rear-seat DVD entertainment. Standard safety equipment across the Edge
lineup includes 4-wheel antilock brakes ABS , traction and stability control, front and rear head
airbags and dual front side-mounted airbags. Finally, the Limited is also available with adaptive
cruise control. Numerous owners of the Edge complain vociferously that mileage is far from
advertised, while its undersized gas tank means more stops at the pump. Surprisingly, Ford's
SYNC system, ordinarily a popular convenience item, comes in for some owner criticism in its
difficulty of use, especially in combination with the work-in-progress MyFord Touch system.
Owners do, however, find the Edge to be stylish, practical, and well-stocked with gizmos and
goodies. Available AWD, a decent ride and above-average handling also come in for a share of
owner kudos. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford Edge listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Subscribe to
receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. Leather loaded! Heated seats!
Navigation Awd Back up camera Bluetooth Power tailgate 3. Loeppky Auto Sales, located at 7
Brandt St. On sale now! You save Need a vehicle that has style and class? Please contact Red
Deer Mitsubishi offers a huge selection of new Mitsubishi models or quality pre-owned vehicles
from other top manufacturers. Our knowledgeable sales staff are always happy to guide you
through the process of finding your next vehicle. Red Deer Mitsubishi is proudly part of Vehicle
is mint! Had since new. New Michelin Tires just put on. New windshield. New battery. Ceramic
coated. Not even 1 door ding or scratch on vehicle. Accident free. The just-right-sized Edge,
with its daring styling, relaxed ride, and sizable cargo bay, is a crossover worth considering.
Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in
your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great
Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit
lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This
vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price.
Contact seller for details. Filter Results Ford Edge for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live
Chat Virtual Appraisal Home Test Drive Online Reservation 3. Buy Online 8. Delivery Limited
SEL Sport Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment
range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than
Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. SUV Wagon 1. Beige
1. Black Blue Brown 7. Gold 2. Green 1. Grey 5. Red Silver Unspecified White Must be greater
than Min Kilometres. All Wheel Drive Four Wheel Drive 1. Front Wheel Drive Unknown 1.
Gasoline Automatic Unknown 6. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts
and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By
clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree
to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results Click here to try again. Priority

Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Contactless Services New. All Listings.
Mileage 65, km. Mileage 88, km. LEA 3. Mileage 98, km. List your car here! List your car for free.
Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Ford Edge inventory from
local Ford dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications,
options, reviews, scores and recall history of Ford Edge with similar vehicles. View vehicle
information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly
payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being
offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone
numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage
recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the
latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
ram clutch mustang
emergency exit sign wiring diagram
chevy aveo lt 2008
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

